
🐤 Digital social transformation & 
democracy; my-side bias; value 
investing 2.0 #15 
How do we respond to change? 

Hi, I’m Alex Staniforth; Artist, Coach, Trader. In these bi-monthly letters I’m 
exploring how our species makes meaning and takes action in the context of 
an ever evolving dynamic world. I write this as a place to share and collect 
thoughts as we explore these topics. I hope this blend of information serves 
to raise some interesting dialogues. 


We have a couple of events coming up in November: 

🧘  Free Online Meditation Circle on Monday/Wednesday/Friday/Sunday. You 
can see the timings here.


💻  If you haven’t yet visited the website, you can visit here.


A wider perspective  

🕵  Evolutionary explorations on why facts don’t change our minds. Humans 
aren’t randomly credulous. Presented with someone else’s argument, we’re 
quite adept at spotting the weaknesses. Almost invariably, the positions 
we’re blind about are our own. Mercier and Sperber’s argument runs, more 
or less, as follows: Humans’ biggest advantage over other species is our 
ability to cooperate. Cooperation is difficult to establish and almost as 
difficult to sustain. For any individual, freeloading is always the best course 
of action. Reason developed not to enable us to solve abstract, logical 
problems or even to help us draw conclusions from unfamiliar data; rather, it 
developed to resolve the problems posed by living in collaborative groups. 
“Reason is an adaptation to the hyper-social niche humans have evolved for 
themselves,” Mercier and Sperber write. It is in this context we might be 
better placed to enquire into our own and societal biases. 


♟ “Democracy improves as more people participate. And digital technology 
remains one of the best ways to improve participation - as long as the focus 
is on finding common ground and creating consensus, not division” - Audrey 
Tang on digital social transformation & democracy. 


https://www.presentsense.co.uk/meditation
http://www.presentsense.co.uk
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/02/27/why-facts-dont-change-our-minds?fbclid=IwAR1pRNGO610hCJN8tAalWgS5dAdewTqNVwFIU0nLhza_TiVThsBechUF0Do
https://youtu.be/kg1krvhEzHs
https://youtu.be/kg1krvhEzHs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LscTx6DHh9I&ab_channel=TEDxTalks


Taiwan and Audrey Tang occupy a unique spot in a world, where the 
ascendance of the internet and digital technology is marked by the twin 
dystopias of “post-truth” information chaos in the United States and China’s 
totalitarian, technologically mediated surveillance-and-censorship regime. 
With Audrey Tang as the symbolic figurehead, the island nation is making the 
radical argument that digital tools can be effectively used to build stronger, 
more open, more accountable democracies. Without an updated fit-for-
purpose architecture through which to operate democracy is unlikely to 
thrive. 


🔥  The latest CO2 concentration (ppm) measurement (as of October 26th, 
2020): 410.98 ppm; October, 2019: 409 ppm, 25 years ago: 360 ppm.


Closer to home 

🚫  Division is many things. A conflict, a dance, a necessity? Perhaps. At its 
core, division is the space between two forces that are yet to come into 
contact. It is the tension of unfinished dialogue. This tension manifests 
across all levels of matter - from the time line of a planet as it degrades and 
transforms, expressing as the intensity of the hunt between a lion and a 
springbok, to our self-identity; what we express and repress of ourselves. 
Division is evident not only as a physical expression, such as gender, but 
also through perception; what we perceive and how we come to perceive the 
way we do. Neuroscientific research is increasingly showing how personal 
biases impact perception. How a sense of space impacts the space just as 
much as the perceiver is impacted by the space they’re in. Taken into the 
context of social debate, one can begin to see it’s not that we’re intrinsically 
divided, it’s more we’re adapted to notice familiarity as a means of energy 
conservation, and so isolate newness - stemming both from evolutionary 
design and self-image preservation. The sooner social dialogue progresses 
past survival, the sooner a new relationship with division can emerge.


📱  Not all screen time is created equal. In 2019, the University of Montreal 
conducted a cohort study of 3,826 adolescents which found an association 
between social media and television use and symptoms of depression in 
adolescence. While the association is implied in other studies, Boers and his 
team focused in on three hypotheses to explain their findings: displacement, 
upward social comparison and reinforcing spirals. Displacement suggests 
screen time displaces users from otherwise healthier activities. The statistics 
made clear that upward social comparison and reinforcing spirals were likely 
drivers of depression related to screen time. Displacement did not - 
suggesting video games do not drive depression. This is likely as game 
players play with other people. Issues arise with excessive use.


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/15/opinion/taiwan-digital-democracy.html
https://participedia.net/method/4682
https://scripps.ucsd.edu/programs/keelingcurve/
https://quillette.com/2020/09/26/the-bias-that-divides-us/?fbclid=IwAR2ECJIpjVxv7OrpNy7FvxzYSaHZsIAnn5s_Wb-FrAtWH509GAZX7HXcQ-Y
https://quillette.com/2020/09/26/the-bias-that-divides-us/?fbclid=IwAR2ECJIpjVxv7OrpNy7FvxzYSaHZsIAnn5s_Wb-FrAtWH509GAZX7HXcQ-Y
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2737909?guestAccessKey=7f0019bd-f2eb-4dc1-a509-cd5bc2444a79&utm_source=For_The_Media&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ftm_links&utm_content=tfl&utm_term=071519


Notes on compassion 

To me love is the rawest form of experience where grief is both tender and 
transformative. Peace, releasing and expansive, where individuals are held, 
momentarily or otherwise, in timeless completion. Suspended in love, one is 
captivated by simultaneous joyous meeting and painful grievance of 
departure. At this moment, my understand of love is slowly encroaching on 
an acceptance of death. I like to meditate on this with Thich Nhat Hanh.


Artistic expression 

22/10/2020 @11:45 The many faces of love


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMab_lYY5lE&ab_channel=pantheist46n2


Poetry Corner 

🛤  Crossroads by Louise Glück


My body, now that we will not be traveling together much longer 
I begin to feel a new tenderness toward you, very raw and unfamiliar, 
like what I remember of love when I was young —


love that was so often foolish in its objectives 
but never in its choices, its intensities 
Too much demanded in advance, too much that could not be promised —


My soul has been so fearful, so violent; 
forgive its brutality. 
As though it were that soul, my hand moves over you cautiously,


not wishing to give offence 
but eager, finally, to achieve expression as substance:


it is not the earth I will miss,

it is you I will miss.


Things & Stuff 

🔫  A little bit of fun with existential comics 


☠  Adam Smith on dangers of sympathising with elites


🏜  Musings on markets with Aswath Damodaran


🤔  Who we are when we’re not addicted 


If you’ve found anything here stimulating and want to chat, then get in touch 
via my email: aostaniforth@gmail.com. 


Stay well, 


Alex

https://existentialcomics.com/comic/47
https://psyche.co/ideas/adam-smith-warned-us-about-sympathising-with-the-elites?fbclid=IwAR0W6XcmAISb_Z47co9wKniBMncztQ4TWMJzeiaJTN_F9wGNWkSJkbme7lA
http://aswathdamodaran.blogspot.com/
https://youtu.be/DLki68uLfjw
mailto:aostaniforth@gmail.com

